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1. Introduction
Simulated annealing (SA) presents an optimization technique that can: (a) process cost functions
possessing quite arbitrary degrees of nonlinearities, discontinuities, and stochasticity; (b) process quite
arbitrary boundary conditions and constraints imposed on these cost functions; (c) be implemented quite
easily with the degree of coding quite minimal relative too ther nonlinear optimization algorithms; (d)
statistically guarantee finding an optimal solution.
Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) is a C-language code that finds the best global fit of a nonlinear
cost-function overaD -dimensional space. The basic algorithm was originally published as Very Fast
Simulated Reannealing (VFSR) in 1989 (Ingber,1 989), after twoy ears of application on combat
simulations. The code (Ingber,1 993a) can be used at no charge and downloaded from




ASA has over1 00 OPTIONS to provide robust tuning overm anyc lasses of nonlinear stochastic systems.
The current number as of this chapter is 152. These manyO PTIONS help ensure that ASA can be used
robustly across manyc lasses of systems.
In the context of this book, it will be seen in the discussions that the “QUENCHing” OPTIONS are
among the most important for controlling Adaptive Simulated Annealing. Fuzzy ASA algorithms in
particular offer neww ays of controlling howt hese QUENCHing OPTIONS may be applied across many
classes of problems.
1.1. LICENSE and Contributions
The code originally was issued under a BSD-type License. This was changed to a form consistent with
the less restrictive New BSD License
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BSD_License
beginning with Version 28.1 in February 2011.
Ih av e had several queries as to whyId id not followaG PL license. If elt and still feel, similar to many
other people who makec ode available at no charge to others, that the GPL license is just too cumbersome
and onerous. Ih av e made my code available at no charge to anyone or anyc ompany, subject to very
simple terms. If some user contributions do not quite fit into the code per se, I have put or referenced
their contributions into the asa_contrib.txt or ASA-NOTES files. I do not think this has stymied people
from contributing to the code.
Fore xample, in http://www.ingber.com/asa_contrib.txt there are references to several major contributions
made by other people, e.g., Matlab interface, RLAB interface, AMPL interface, and Haskell Interface,
The ASA_PARALLEL OPTIONS were contributed as a team effort I led, as Principal Investigator of a
1994 National Science Foundation Parallelizing ASA and PATHINT Project (PAPP). The Editor of this
book has contributed FUZZY_ASA OPTIONS (Oliveira, 2001; Oliveira, H.R. Petraglia & Petraglia,
2007; Oliveira, A. Petraglia & Petraglia, 2009). Another user referenced in
http://www.ingber.com/asa_contrib.txt contributed explicit code used in ASA to help parallelize
optimization of chip design.
The current list of CONTRIBUTORS in the ASA-CHANGES file that comes with code numbers 56. All
these contributions have resulted in manyv ersions of the code. The current list of VERSION DATES in
the ASA-CHANGES file that comes with code numbers 586 since 1987. Af ew ASA papers showed how
the code could be useful for manyp rojects (Ingber,1 993b; Ingber,1 996a; Atiya et al,2 003).
1.2. Organization of Chapter
The next twos ections give a short introduction to simulated annealing and to ASA. The first section
discusses the theoretical foundations of ASA, and the second section discusses the practical
implementation of ASA. The following section givesa no verviewa nd several approaches that consider
whyt uning is necessary in anys ampling algorithm likeS A, GA, etc. These issues have been addressed
according to user feedback, i.e., what helps manyu sers in manyd isciplines with a broad range ofLester Ingber -3- A SA OPTIONS
experience to no experience. This work follows theoretical development of the algorithm that can be
found in other ASA papers (Ingber,1 989; Ingber,1 993b; Ingber,1 996a).
Other sections that followi llustrate the use of OPTIONS are devoted Adaptive OPTIONS and Multiple
Systems. The last section is the conclusion.
Most of this chapter has organized information that has collected on the use of the code since 1987, and is
contained in some form in multiple files, e.g., ASA-README, ASA-NOTES, asa_contrib.txt,
asa_examples.txt, etc.
2. Theoretical Foundations of Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA)
The unique aspect of simulated annealing (SA) is its property of (weak) ergodicity,p ermitting such code
to statistically and reasonably sample a parameter space. Note that for very large systems, ergodicity is
not an entirely rigorous concept when faced with the real task of its computation (Ma, 1985). In this
chapter “ergodic” is used in a very weak sense, as it is not proposed, theoretically or practically,t hat all
states of the system are actually to be visited.
2.1. Shades of simulated annealing
Even “standard” SA is not without its critics. Some negative features of SA are that it can: (A) be quite
time-consuming to find an optimal fit, especially when using the “standard” Boltzmann technique; (B) be
difficult to fine tune to specific problems, relative tos ome other fitting techniques; (C) suffer from “over-
hype” and faddish misuse, leading to misinterpretation of results; (D) lose its ergodic property by misuse,
e.g., by transforming SA into a method of “simulated quenching” (SQ) for which there is no statistical
guarantee of finding an optimal solution. There also is a large and growing domain of SA-like
techniques, which do not theoretically predict general statistical optimality,b ut which are extremely
powerful for certain classes of problems.
There are manye xamples giveni np ublished papers addressing robust problems across manyd isciplines.
There are manyr eviews of simulated annealing, comparisons among simulated annealing algorithms, and
between simulated annealing and other algorithms (Johnson et al,1 987; Gelfand, 1987; van Laarhoven&
Aarts, 1987; Collins et al,1 988; Ingber,1 993b; Ingber,1 996a).
It is important to compare the basic theoretic constraints of true SA with actual practice on a range of
problems spanning manyd isciplines. This may help to address what may yet be expected in terms of
better necessary conditions on SA to makei tam ore efficient algorithm, as manyb elieve that the present
sufficiencyc onditions are overly restrictive.
2.2. Critics of SA
The primary criticism is that it is too slow. This is partially addressed here by summarizing some work in
appropriately adapting SQ to manyp roblems. Another criticism is that it is “overkill” for manyo ft he
problems on which it is used. This is partially addressed here by pointing to much work demonstrating
that it is not insignificant that manyr esearchers are using SA/SQ because of the ease in which constraints
and complexc ost functions can easily be approached and coded.
There is another class of criticisms that the algorithm is too broadly based on physical intuition and is too
short on mathematical rigor (Charnes & Wolfe, 1989). In some particular bitter and scathing critiques
authors takeo ffense at the lack of reference to other prior work (Pincus, 1970), the use of “metaphysical
non-mathematical ideas of melting, cooling, and freezing” reference to the physical process of annealing
as used to popularize SA (Kirkpatrick et al,1 983), and theyg iv e their own calculations to demonstrate
that SA can be a very poor algorithm to search for global optima in some instances.
That there are undoubtedly other references that should be more regularly referenced is an objective issue
that has much merit, with respect to SA as well as to other research projects. The other criticisms may be
considered by some to be more subjective,b ut theya re likely no more extreme than the use of SQ to solve
for global optima under the protective umbrella of SA.Lester Ingber -4- A SA OPTIONS
2.3. “Standard” simulated annealing (SA)
The Metropolis Monte Carlo integration algorithm (Metropolis et al,1 953) was generalized by the
Kirkpatrick algorithm to include a temperature schedule for efficient searching (Kirkpatrick et al,1 983).
As ufficiencyp roof was then shown to put an lower bound on that schedule as 1/log(t), where t is an
artificial time measure of the annealing schedule (Geman & Geman, 1984). However, independent credit
usually goes to several other authors for independently developing the algorithm that is nowr ecognized as
simulated annealing (Pincus, 1970; Cerny, 1982).
2.4. Boltzmann annealing (BA)
Credit for the first simulated annealing is generally recognized as a Monte Carlo importance-sampling
technique for doing large-dimensional path integrals arising in statistical physics problems (Metropolis et
al,1 953). This method was generalized to fitting non-convex cost-functions arising in a variety of
problems, e.g., finding the optimal wiring for a densely wired computer chip (Kirkpatrick et al,1 983).
The choices of probability distributions described in this section are generally specified as Boltzmann
annealing (BA) (Szu & Hartley, 1987).
The method of simulated annealing consists of three functional relationships.
1. g(x): Probability density of state-space of D parameters x ={ xi;i = 1, D}.
2. h(DE): Probability for acceptance of newc ost-function givent he just previous value.
3. T(k): schedule of “annealing” the “temperature” T in annealing-time steps k,i .e., of
changing the volatility or fluctuations of one or both of the twop revious probability densities.
The acceptance probability is based on the chances of obtaining a news tate with “energy” Ek+1 relative to







» exp(-DE/T), ( 1)
where DE represents the “energy” difference between the present and previous values of the energies
(considered here as cost functions) appropriate to the physical problem, i.e., DE = Ek+1 - Ek.T his
essentially is the Boltzmann distribution contributing to the statistical mechanical partition function of the
system (Binder & Stauffer,1 985).
This can be described by considering: a set of states labeled by x,e ach with energy e(x); a set of
probability distributions p(x); and the energy distribution per state d(( e(x)) ), giving an aggregate energy E,
x S p(x)d(( e(x)) ) = E .( 2)
The principle of maximizing the entropy, S,
S =-
x S p(x)ln[p(x)/p(x)] , (3)
where x represents a reference state, using Lagrange multipliers (Mathews & Walker,1 970) to constrain




exp( (-H(x)/T)) , (4)
in terms of the normalizing partition function Z,a nd the Hamiltonian H operator as the “energy”
function,
Z =
x Sexp( (-H(x)/T)) . (5)Lester Ingber -5- A SA OPTIONS
Fors uch distributions of states and acceptance probabilities defined by functions such as h(DE), the
equilibrium principle of detailed balance holds. I.e., the distributions of states before, G(xk), and after,
G(xk+1), applying the acceptance criteria, h(DE) = h(Ek+1 - Ek)a re the same:
G(xk)h(( DE(x)) ) = G(xk+1). ( 6)
This is sufficient to establish that all states of the system can be sampled, in theory.H owev er, the
annealing schedule interrupts equilibrium every time the temperature is changed, and so, at best, this must
be done carefully and gradually.
An important aspect of the SA algorithm is to pick the ranges of the parameters to be searched. In
practice, computation of continuous systems requires some discretization, so without loss of much
generality for applications described here, the space will be assumed to be discretized. There are
additional constraints that are required when dealing with generating and cost functions with integral
values. Manyp ractitioners use novelt echniques to narrowt he range as the search progresses. For
example, based on functional forms derivedf or manyp hysical systems belonging to the class of
Gaussian-Markovian systems, one could choose an algorithm for g,
g(Dx) = (2pT)-D/2 exp[-Dx2/(2T)] , (7)
where Dx = x - x0 is the deviation of x from x0 (usually taken to be the just-previously chosen point),
proportional to a “momentum” variable, and where T is a measure of the fluctuations of the Boltzmann
distribution g in the D-dimensional x-space. Given g(Dx), it has been proven( Geman & Geman, 1984)





with T0 “large enough.”
Ah euristic demonstration shows that this equation for T will suffice to give a global minimum of E(x)
(Szu & Hartley, 1987). In order to statistically assure, i.e., requiring manyt rials, that anyp oint in x-space
can be sampled infinitely often in annealing-time (IOT), it suffices to prove that the products of
probabilities of not generating a state x IOTf or all annealing-times successive to k0 yield zero,
¥
k=k0 P (1 - gk) = 0. ( 9)
This is equivalent to
¥
k=k0 S gk = ¥ .( 10)
The problem then reduces to finding T(k)t os atisfy this equation.
ForB A, if T(k)i ss elected to be the Boltzmann criteria above,t hen the generating distribution g above
gives
¥
k=k0 S gk ³
¥
k=k0 S exp(-ln k) =
¥
k=k0 S 1/k = ¥ .( 11)
Although there are sound physical principles underlying the choices of the Boltzmann criteria above
(Metropolis et al,1 953), it was noted that this method of finding the global minimum in x-space was not
limited to physics examples requiring bona fide “temperatures” and “energies.”R ather,t his methodology
can be readily extended to anyp roblem for which a reasonable probability density h(Dx)c an be
formulated (Kirkpatrick et al,1 983).
2.5. Simulated quenching (SQ)
Manyr esearchers have found it very attractive tot akea dvantage of the ease of coding and implementing
SA, utilizing its ability to handle quite complexc ost functions and constraints. However, the long time of
execution of standard Boltzmann-type SA has manyt imes drivent hese projects to utilize a temperature
schedule too fast to satisfy the sufficiencyc onditions required to establish a true (weak) ergodic search. ALester Ingber -6- A SA OPTIONS
logarithmic temperature schedule is consistent with the Boltzmann algorithm, e.g., the temperature





where T is the “temperature,” k is the “time” indexo fa nnealing, and k0 is some starting index. This can
be written for large k as
DT =- T0
ln k0Dk
k(ln k)2 , k >> 1
Tk+1 = Tk - T0
ln k0
k(ln k)2 .( 13)
However, some researchers using the Boltzmann algorithm use an exponential schedule, e.g.,
Tk+1 = cTk ,0<c <1
DT
Tk
= (c - 1)Dk , k >> 1
Tk = T0 exp( ((c - 1)k)) , (14)
with expediencyt he only reason given. While perhaps someday some less stringent necessary conditions
may be developed for the Boltzmann algorithm, this is not nowt he state of affairs. The question arises,
what is the value of this clear misuse of the claim to use SA to help solvet hese problems/systems?
Adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) (Ingber,1 989; Ingber,1 993a), in fact does justify an exponential
annealing schedule, but only if a particular distribution is used for the generating function.
In manyc ases it is clear that the researchers already knowq uite a bit about their system, and the
convenience of the SA algorithm, together with the need for some global search overl ocal optima, makes
as trong practical case for the use of SQ. In some of these cases, the researchers have been more diligent
with regard to their numerical SQ work, and have compared the efficiencyo fS Qt os ome other methods
theyh av e tried. Of course, the point must be made that while SA’s true strength lies in its ability to
statistically deliverat rue global optimum, there are no theoretical reasons for assuming it will be more
efficient than anyo ther algorithm that also can find this global optimum.
2.6. Fast annealing (FA)
Although there are manyv ariants and improvements made on the “standard” Boltzmann algorithm
described above,m anyt extbooks finish just about at this point without going into more detail about other
algorithms that depart from this explicit algorithm (van Laarhoven&A arts, 1987). Specifically,i tw as
noted that the Cauchyd istribution has some definite advantages overt he Boltzmann form (Szu & Hartley,
1987). The Cauchyd istribution,
g(Dx) =
T
(Dx2 + T2)(D+1) / 2 ,( 15)
has a “fatter” tail than the Gaussian form of the Boltzmann distribution, permitting easier access to test
local minima in the search for the desired global minimum.
It is instructive ton ote the similar corresponding heuristic demonstration, that the Cauchy g(Dx)
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Note that the “normalization” of g has introduced the annealing-time index k,g iving some insights into
howt oc onstruct other annealing distributions. The method of FAi st hus seen to have ana nnealing
schedule exponentially faster than the method of BA. This method has been tested in a variety of
problems (Szu & Hartley, 1987).
2.7. Adaptive simulated annealing (ASA)
In a variety of physical problems we have a D-dimensional parameter-space. Different parameters have
different finite ranges, fixed by physical considerations, and different annealing-time-dependent
sensitivities, measured by the derivativeso ft he cost-function at local minima. BA and FAh av e
distributions that sample infinite ranges, and there is no provision for considering differences in each
parameter-dimension; e.g., different sensitivities might require different annealing schedules. This
prompted the development of a newp robability distribution to accommodate these desired features
(Ingber,1 989), leading to a variant of SA that in fact justifies an exponential temperature annealing
schedule. These are among several considerations that gav e rise to Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA).
Full details are available by obtaining the publicly available source code (Ingber,1 993a).
ASA considers a parameter a
i
k in dimension i generated at annealing-time k with the range
a i
kÎ[Ai, Bi], ( 18)
calculated with the random variable yi,
a i
k+1 = a i
k + yi(Bi - Ai),
yiÎ[-1, 1] .( 19)






























yi is generated from a ui from the uniform distribution
uiÎU[0, 1] ,
yi =sgn (ui -
1
2
)Ti[(1 + 1/Ti)|2ui-1| - 1] . (22)
It is straightforward to calculate that for an annealing schedule for Ti
Ti(k) = T0i exp(-cik1/D), ( 23)
ag lobal minima statistically can be obtained. I.e.,
¥










= ¥ .( 24)
It seems sensible to choose control over ci,s uch that
T fi = T0i exp(-mi)w hen k f = exp ni ,
ci = mi exp(-ni/D), ( 25)Lester Ingber -8- A SA OPTIONS
where mi and ni can be considered “free” parameters to help tune ASA for specific problems.
It has provenf ruitful to use the same type of annealing schedule for the acceptance function h as used for
the generating function g,b ut with the number of acceptance points, instead of the number of generated
points, used to determine the k for the acceptance temperature.
Newp arameters a
i




k+1 = a i




k+1Î[Ai, Bi]. ( 27)
I.e., yi’s are generated until a set of D are obtained satisfying these constraints.
2.7.1. Reannealing
Wheneverd oing a multi-dimensional search in the course of a real-world nonlinear physical problem,
inevitably one must deal with different changing sensitivities of the a i in the search. At anyg iv en
annealing-time, it seems sensible to attempt to “stretch out” the range overw hich the relatively insensitive
parameters are being searched, relative tot he ranges of the more sensitive parameters.
This can be by periodically rescaling the annealing-time k,e ssentially reannealing, e.g., every hundred or
so acceptance-events, in terms of the sensitivities si calculated at the most current minimum value of the
cost function, L,
si =¶ L/¶a i .( 28)
In terms of the largest si = smax,A SA can reanneal by using a rescaling for each ki of each parameter
dimension,
ki ® k¢i ,
T¢ik¢ = Tik(smax/si),
k¢i = (( ln(Ti0/Tik¢)/ci)) D .( 29)
Ti0 is set to unity to begin the search, which is ample to span each parameter dimension.
The acceptance temperature is similarly rescaled. In addition, since the initial acceptance temperature is
set equal to a trial value of L,t his is typically very large relative tot he global minimum. Therefore, when
this rescaling is performed, the initial acceptance temperature is reset to the most current minimum of L,
and the annealing-time associated with this temperature is set to give a new temperature equal to the
lowest value of the cost-function encountered to annealing-date.
Also generated are the “standard deviations” of the theoretical forms, calculated as [¶2L/(¶a i)2]-1/2,f or
each parameter ai.T his givesa ne stimate of the “noise” that accompanies fits to stochastic data or
functions. At the end of the run, the off-diagonal elements of the “covariance matrix” are calculated for
all parameters. This inverse curvature of the theoretical cost function can provide a quantitative
assessment of the relative sensitivity of parameters to statistical errors in fits to stochastic systems.
Af ew other twists can be added, and such searches undoubtedly will neverb es trictly by rote. Physical
systems are so different, some experience with each one is required to develop a truly efficient algorithm.
2.7.2. Self optimization
Another feature of ASA is its ability to recursively self optimize its own Program Options, e.g., the ci
parameters described above,f or a givens ystem. An application is described below.
2.7.3. Quenching
Another adaptive feature of ASA is its ability to perform quenching. This is applied by noting that the
temperature schedule above can be redefined asLester Ingber -9- A SA OPTIONS
Ti(ki) = T0i exp(-cik
Qi/D
i ),
ci = mi exp(-niQi/D), ( 30)




k S1/kQi < ¥ .( 31)
This simple calculation shows howt he “curse of dimensionality” arises, and also givesap ossible way of
living with this disease. In ASA, the influence of large dimensions becomes clearly focused on the
exponential of the power of k being 1/D,a st he annealing required to properly sample the space becomes
prohibitively slow. So, if we cannot commit resources to properly sample the space ergodically,t hen for
some systems perhaps the next best procedure would be to turn on quenching, whereby Qi can become on
the order of the size of number of dimensions.
The scale of the power of 1/D temperature schedule used for the acceptance function can be altered in a
similar fashion. However, this does not affect the annealing proof of ASA, and so this may be used
without damaging the (weak) ergodicity property.
2.8. VFSR and ASA
The above defines this method of adaptive simulated annealing (ASA), previously called very fast
simulated reannealing (VFSR) (Ingber,1 989) only named such to contrast it the previous method of fast
annealing (FA) (Szu & Hartley, 1987). The annealing schedules for the temperatures Ti decrease
exponentially in annealing-time k,i .e., Ti = Ti0 exp(-cik1/D). Of course, the fatter the tail of the
generating function, the smaller the ratio of acceptance to generated points in the fit. However, in
practice, when properly tuned, it is found that for a giveng enerating function, this ratio is approximately
constant as the fit finds a global minimum. Therefore, for a large parameter space, the efficiencyo ft he fit
is determined by the annealing schedule of the generating function.
Am ajor difference between ASA and BAa lgorithms is that the ergodic sampling takes place in an n + 1
dimensional space, i.e., in terms of n parameters and the cost function. In ASA the exponential annealing
schedules permit resources to be spent adaptively on reannealing and on pacing the convergence in all
dimensions, ensuring ample global searching in the first phases of search and ample quick convergence in
the final phases. The acceptance function h(Dx)c hosen is the usual Boltzmann form satisfying detailed
balance, and the acceptance-temperature reannealing paces the convergence of the cost function to permit
ergodic searching in the n-parameter space considered as the independent variables of the dependent cost
function.
3. Practical Implementation of ASA
Details of the ASA algorithm are best obtained from the code itself and from published papers. There are
three parts to its basic structure.
3.1. Generating Probability Density Function
In a D-dimensional parameter space with parameters pi having ranges [Ai, Bi], about the k’thl ast saved
point (e.g., a local optima), pi
k,an ew point is generated using a distribution defined by the product of
distributions for each parameter, gi(yi;Ti)i nt erms of random variables yiÎ[-1, 1], where pi
k+1 =
pi
k + yi(Bi - Ai), and “temperatures” Ti,
gi(yi;Ti) =
1
2(|yi| + Ti)ln(1 + 1/Ti)
.( 32)
The OPTIONS USER_GENERATING_FUNCTION permits using an alternative tot his ASA distribution
function.Lester Ingber -1 0- A SA OPTIONS
3.2. Acceptance Probability Density Function
The cost functions, C(pk+1) - C(pk), are compared using a uniform random generator, UÎ[0, 1), in a
“Boltzmann” test: If
exp[-(( C(pk+1) - C(pk)) )/Tcost]>U ,( 33)
where Tcost is the “temperature” used for this test, then the newp oint is accepted as the news av edp oint
for the next iteration. Otherwise, the last savedp oint is retained. The OPTIONS
USER_ACCEPT_ASYMP_EXP or USER_ACCEPT_THRESHOLD permit using alternativest ot his
Boltzmann distribution function.
3.3. Reannealing TemperatureS chedule
The annealing schedule for each parameter temperature, Ti from a starting temperature Ti0,i s
Ti(ki) = T0i exp(-cik1/D
i ). ( 34)
The annealing schedule for the cost temperature is developed similarly to the parameter temperatures.
However, the indexf or reannealing the cost function, kcost,i sd etermined by the number of accepted
points, instead of the number of generated points as used for the parameters. This choice was made
because the Boltzmann acceptance criteria uses an exponential distribution that is not as fat-tailed as the
ASA distribution used for the parameters. This schedule can be modified using several OPTIONS. In
particular,t he Pre-Compile OPTIONS USER_COST_SCHEDULE permits quite arbitrary functional
modifications for this annealing schedule, and the Pre-Compile OPTIONS
As determined by the Program Options selected, the parameter “temperatures” may be periodically
adaptively reannealed, or increased relative tot heir previous values, using their relative first derivatives
with respect to the cost function, to guide the search “fairly” among the parameters.
As determined by the Program Options selected, the reannealing of the cost temperature resets the scale
of the annealing of the cost acceptance criteria as
Tcost(kcost) = T0c ost exp(-ccostk1/D
cost). ( 35)
The new T0c ost is taken to be the minimum of the current initial cost temperature and the maximum of the
absolute values of the best and last cost functions and their difference. The new kcost is calculated taking
Tcost as the maximum of the current value and the absolute value of the difference between the last and
best savedm inima of the cost function, constrained not to exceed the current initial cost temperature.
This procedure essentially resets the scale of the annealing of the cost temperature within the scale of the
current best or last savedm inimum.
This default algorithm for reannealing the cost temperature, taking advantage of the ASA importance
sampling that relates most specifically to the parameter temperatures, while often is quite efficient for
some systems, may lead to problems in dwelling too long in local minima for other systems. In such
case, the user may also experiment with alternative algorithms effected using the Reanneal_Cost
OPTIONS. For example, ASA provides an alternative calculation for the cost temperature, when
Reanneal_Cost < -1 or > 1, that periodically calculates the initial and current cost temperatures or just the
initial cost temperature, resp., as a deviation overas ample of cost functions.
These reannealing algorithms can be changed adaptively by the user,e .g., by using
USER_REANNEAL_COST and USER_REANNEAL_PARAMETERS.
3.4. QUENCH_PARAMETERS=FALSE
This OPTIONS permits you to alter the basic algorithm to perform selective “quenching,”i .e., faster
temperature cooling than permitted by the ASA algorithm. This can be very useful, e.g., to quench the
system down to some region of interest, and then to perform proper annealing for the rest of the run.
However, note that once you decide to quench rather than to truly anneal, there no longer is anys tatistical
guarantee of finding a global optimum.
Once you decide you can quench, there are manym ore alternative algorithms you might wish to choose
for your system, e.g., creating a hybrid global-local adaptive quenching search algorithm, e.g., usingLester Ingber -1 1- A SA OPTIONS
USER_REANNEAL_PARAMETERS. Note that just using the quenching OPTIONS provided with ASA
can be quite powerful, as demonstrated in the http://www.ingber.com/asa_examples.txt file.
Setting QUENCH_PARAMETERS to TRUE can be extremely useful in very large parameter dimensions;
see the ASA-NOTES file under the section on Quenching.
Manyp arameters can be conveniently read in from the asa_opt file. E.g., User_Quench_Cost_Scale and
User_Quench_Param_Scale all are read in if OPTIONS_FILE_DAT A,Q UENCH_COST,a nd
QUENCH_PARAMETERS are TRUE.
3.5. QUENCH_COST=FALSE
If QUENCH_COST is set to TRUE, the scale of the power of 1/D temperature schedule used for the
acceptance function can be altered in a similar fashion to that described above when
QUENCH_PARAMETERS is set to TRUE. However, note that this OPTIONS does not affect the
annealing proof of ASA, and so this may be used without damaging the statistical ergodicity of the





If QUENCH_COST=TRUE User_Quench_Cost_Scale must be defined.
This can have the effect of User_Quench_Param_Scale appear contrary,a st he effects on the temperatures
from the temperature scales and the temperature indexesc an have opposing effects. However, these





only the temperature indexesa re affected by User_Quench_Param_Scale. The same effect could be
managed by raising Temperature_Anneal_Scale to the appropriate power,b ut this may not be as
convenient.
3.6. QUENCH_COST_SCALE=TRUE
When QUENCH_COST is TRUE, if QUENCH_COST_SCALE is TRUE, then the temperature scale and
the temperature indexa re affected by User_Quench_Cost_Scale. This can have the effect of
User_Quench_Cost_Scale appear contrary,a st he effects on the temperature from the temperature scale
and the temperature indexc an have opposing effects. However, these defaults are perhaps most intuitive
when User_Quench_Cost_Scale is on the order of the parameter dimension.
When QUENCH_COST is TRUE, if QUENCH_COST_SCALE is FALSE, only the temperature indexi s
affected by User_Quench_Cost_Scale. The same effect could be managed by raising
Temperature_Anneal_Scale to the appropriate power,b ut this may not be as convenient.
4. Tuning Guidelines
4.1. The Necessity for Tuning
Ia mo ften asked howIc an help someone tune their system, and theys end me their cost function or a list
of the ASA OPTIONS theya re using. Most often, the best help I can provide is based on my own
experience that nonlinear systems typically are non-typical. In practice, that means that trying to figure
out the nature of the cost function under sampling in order to tune ASA (or likely to similarly tune a hard
problem under anys ampling algorithm), by examining just the cost function, likely will not be as
productive asg enerating more intermediate printout, e.g., setting ASA_PRINT_MORE to TRUE, and
looking at this output as a “greyb ox” of insight into your optimization problem. Larger files with more
information is provided by setting ASA_PIPE_FILE to TRUE. Treat the output of ASA as a simulationLester Ingber -1 2- A SA OPTIONS
in the ASA parameter space, which usually is quite a different space than the variable space of your
system.
Fore xample, you should be able to see where and howy our solution might be getting stuck in a local
minima for a very long time, or where the last saveds tate is still fluctuating across a wide portion of your
state space. These observations should suggest howy ou might try speeding up or slowing down
annealing/quenching of the parameter space and/or tightening or loosening the acceptance criteria at
different stages by modifying the OPTIONS, e.g., starting with the OPTIONS that can be easily adjusted
using the asa_opt file.
The ASA-NOTES file that comes with the ASA code provides some guidelines for tuning that may
provide some insights, especially the section Some Tuning Guidelines. An especially important guide is
to examine the output of ASA at several stages of sampling, to see if changes in parameter and
temperatures are reasonably correlated to changes in the cost function. Examples of useful OPTIONS
and code that often give quick changes in tuning in some problems are in the file
http://www.ingber.com/asa_examples.txt under WWW.S ome of the reprint files of published papers in
the ingber.com provide other examples in harder systems, and perhaps you might find some examples of
harder systems using ASA similar to your own in http://www.ingber.com/asa_papers.html under WWW.
This is the best way to add some Art to the Science of annealing.
While the upside of using ASA is that it has manyO PTIONS available for tuning, derivedi nl arge part
from feedback from manyu sers overm anyy ears, making it extremely robust across manys ystems, the
downside is that the learning curvec an be steep especially if the default settings or simple tweaking in
asa_opt do not work very well for your particular system, and you then must turn to using more ASA
OPTIONS. Most of these OPTIONS have useful guides in the ASA_TEMPLATEs in asa_usr.c, as well
as being documented here. If you really get stuck, you may consider working with someone else who
already has climbed this learning curvea nd whose experience might offer quick help.
Tuning is an essential aspect of anys ampling algorithm if it is to be applied to manyc lasses of systems.
It just doesn’tm akes ense to compare sampling algorithms unless you are prepared to properly tune each
algorithm to each system being optimized or sampled.
4.2. Construction of the Code
Is ometimes get a query like:
“I used your ASA code some years ago with good results and want to thank you for
providing it.
Howevere venb ack then i noticed that it was in urgent need of a good refactoration, as
described in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refactor .
Ie ncourage you to go overy our code and split it up in more readable chunks. today’s
compilers are pretty good at optimizing the result so it will not impact your programs
performance.
Again, thank you very much for your excellent program.”
My reply is typically along these lines:
“When I first wrote the code it was in broken into multiple files which were easy to takec are
of. I made the decision, which feedback has shown to be a good one, to maket he code look
less formidable to manyu sers by aggregating the code into just a fewf iles. The code is used
widely across manyd isciplines, but often by expert people or groups without computer
science skills, and often tuning can be accomplished by tweaking the parameter file and not
having to deal with the .c files very much.
Even if I choose to keep just a fewf iles, I just do not have the time to rewrite the code into
better code similar to howIw rite code now, 20y ears later (I first wrote the VFSR code in
1987). However, for me at least, the structure of the code makes it very easy to maintain, and
Ib een able to be responsive toa ny major changes that might come up. The ASA-CHANGES
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Ih av e led teams of extremely bright and competent math-physics and computer-science
people in several disciplines overt he years, and I have also seen howc ode that may be
written in exemplary languages, whether C, Java,C ++, python, etc., nonetheless can be rotten
to maintain if it is not written in a “functional” manner that better reflects the underlying
algebra or physical process, e.g., as most people would program in an algebraic language like
Macsyma/Maxima, Maple, etc. In manyo ft hese projects, we had no problem using ASA.
This does not excuse a lot of the clumsy writing in ASA, but it does reflect on the difference
between code that is just well written but not flexible and robust to maintain.
By now, ASA represents a lot of feedback from thousands of users. Am ajor strength of the
code is that it has well over1 00 tuning OPTIONS, albeit in manyc ase only a fewa re usually
required. This is the nature of sampling algorithms, and I have broken out all such code-
specific parameters into a top-levelm eta-language that is easy for an end-user to handle.
Other very good sampling algorithms do not give such robust tuning, and too often do not
work on some complexs ystems for some users just for this reason. This also has added a lot
of weight to the code, but since most of these ASA OPTIONS are chosen at pre-compile
time, this does not affect the executables in typical use. Ih av e had at least half a dozen
exceptional coders start to rewrite the code into another language, e.g., C++, Java,M atlab,
etc., but theyg av e up when faced with integrating all the ASA OPTIONS. (There is no way I
could influence them to start or stop such projects.) It hink all these OPTIONS are indeed
necessary for such a generic code.
Iv ery much appreciate your writing to me.”
The OPTIONS are not just a way of compiling in only code that may be needed for systems so it can run
efficiently.T he OPTIONS provide a clear meta-language for users to understand howt oa djust and tune
the code for their own needs. Indeed, there are several OPTIONS that provide hooks for users to insert
their own generating and acceptance distribution functions. This leads to a transparencyo ft he code to
end-users, at the expense of muddling the code for object-oriented coders.
4.3. Motivations for Tuning Methodology
Nonlinear systems are typically not typical, and so it is difficult if not impossible to give guidelines for
ASA defaults similar to what you might expect for “canned” quasi-linear systems. Ih av e tried to prepare
the ASA-README to give some guidelines, and if all else fails you could experiment a bit using a
logical approach with the SELF_OPTIMIZE OPTIONS. Is till advise some experimentation that might
yield a bit of insight about a particular system. In manyc ase, the best approach is probably a “blend”:
Makeag uess or two, then fine-tune the guesses with SELF_OPTIMIZE in some rather finer range of the
parameter(s). The reason this is slowi sb ecause ASA does what you expect it to do: It truly samples the
space. When SELF_OPTIMIZE is turned on, for each call of the top-levelA SA parameters selected, the
“inner” shell of your system’sp arameters are optimized, and this is performed for an optimization of the
“outer” top-levels hell of ASA parameters. If you find that indeed this is a necessary and valuable
approach to your problem, then one possible short cut might be to turn on Quenching for the outer shell.
The ASA proof of statistical convergence to a global optimal point givess ufficient, not necessary,
conditions. This still is a pretty strong statement since one can only importance-sample a large space in a
finite time. Note that some spaces would easily require CPU times much greater than the lifetime of the
universe to sample all points. If you “tucked away” a “pathological” singular optimal point in an
otherwise “smooth” space, indeed ASA might have tor un “forever.”I ft he problem isn’tq uite so
pathological, you might have tos lowd ownt he annealing, to permit ASA to spend more time at each scale
to investigate the finer scales; then, you would have toe xplore some other OPTIONS. This could be
required if your problem looks different at different scales, for then you can often get trapped in local
optima, and thus ASA could fail just as anyo ther “greedy” quasi-Newton algorithm.
Because of its exponential annealing schedule, ASA does convergea tt he end stages of runs quite well, so
if you start with your setup akin to this stage, you will search for a very long time (possibly beyond your
machine’sp recision to generate temperatures) to get out. Or,i fy ou start with too broad a search, you will
spin your wheels at first before settling down to explore multiple local optima.Lester Ingber -1 4- A SA OPTIONS
ASA has demonstrated manyt imes that it is more efficient and gets the global point better than other
importance-sampling techniques, but this still can require “tuning” some ASA OPTIONS. E.g., as
mentioned in the ASA-README, a quasi-Newton algorithm should be much more efficient than ASA for
ap arabolic system.
4.4. Some Rough But Useful Guidelines
Here are some crude guidelines that typically have been useful to tune manys ystems. At least ASA has a
formal proof of convergence to the global minimum of your system. However, nos ampling proof is
general enough for all systems to guarantee this will takep lace within your lifetime. This is where the
true power of ASA comes into play as the code provides manyt uning OPTIONS, most which can be
applied adaptively at anyt ime in the run, to give you tools to tune your system to provide reasonably
efficient optimizations. Depending on your system, this may be easy or hard, possibly taxing anyone’s
intuitive and analytic capabilities.
In general, respect the optimization process as a simulation in parameter space. The behavior of a system
in this space typically is quite different from the system defined by other variables in the system.
(a) Three Stages of Optimization It is useful to think of the optimization process as having three main
stages: initial, middle and end. In the initial stage you want to be sure that ASA is jumping around a lot,
visiting all regions of the parameter space within the bounds you have set. In the end stage you want to be
sure that the cost function is in the region of the global minimum, and that the cost function as well as the
parameter values are being honed to as manys ignificant figures as required. The middle stage typically
can require the most tuning, to be sure it smoothly takes the optimization from the initial to the end stage,
permitting plenty of excursions to regularly sample alternative regions/scales of the parameter space.
(b) Tuning Information Keep ASA_PRINT_MORE set to TRUE during the tuning process to gather
information in asa_out wheneveran ew accepted state is encountered.
If you have ASA_PIPE and/or ASA_PIPE_FILE set to TRUE, additional information (in relatively larger
files) is gathered especially for purposes of graphing key information during the run. Graphical aids can
be indispensable for gaining some intuition about your system.
If ASA_SAVE_OPT is set to TRUE then you have the ability to restart runs from intermediate accepted
states, without having to reproduce a lot of the original run each time you wish to adaptively change some
OPTIONS after a givenn umber of accepted or generated states.
(c) Parameter Temperatures As discussed above int he section Parameter-Temperature Scales, the
temperature schedule is determined by T0i , ci, ki, Qi,a nd D.T he default is to have all these the same for
each parameter temperature.
Note that the sensitivity of the default parameter distributions to the parameter temperatures is
logarithmic. Therefore, middle stage temperatures of 10E-6 or 10E-7 still permit very large excursions
from the last local minima to visit newg enerated states. Typically (of course depending on your system),
values of 10E-10 are appropriate for the end stage of optimization.
It is advisable to start by changing the ci to get a reasonable temperature schedule throughout the run. If
it becomes difficult to do this across the 3 stages, work with the Qi QUENCH_PARAMETERS as these
provide different sensitivities at different stages. Generally,i ti sc onvenient to use the ci to tune the
middle stage, then add in Qi modifications for the end stage. As long as the sum Qi £ 1, then the
sampling proof is intact. However, once you are sure of the region of the global minima, it can be
convenient to turn on actual quenching wherein sum Qi >1 .
Turning on Reanneal_Parameters can be very useful for some systems to adaptively adjust the
temperatures to different scales of the system.
(d) Cost Temperature Note that the sensitivity of the default cost distribution to the cost temperatures is
exponential.
In general, you would liket os ee the cost temperatures throughout the run be on the scale of the difference
between the best and last generated states, where the last generated state in the run is at the last local
minima from which news tates are explored. Therefore, pay careful attention to these values. Note that
the last generated state is set to the most recently accepted state, and if the recently accepted state also isLester Ingber -1 5- A SA OPTIONS
the current best state then the last generated state will be so reported. Therefore, this sensitivity to the last
generated state works best during parts of the run where the code is sampling alternate multiple minima.
The default is to baseline the cost temperature scale to the default parameter temperature scale, using
Cost_Parameter_Scale_Ratio (default = 1). It is advisable to first tune your parameter temperature
schedule using Temperature_Ratio_Scale, then to tune your cost temperature schedule using
Cost_Parameter_Scale_Ratio. If it becomes difficult to do this across the 3 stages, work with the Q
QUENCH_COST as this provides a different sensitivity at a different stage. Generally,i ti sc onvenient to
use the c scale via Cost_Parameter_Scale_Ratio to tune the middle stage, then add in Q modifications for
the end stage.
Turning on Reanneal_Cost can be very useful for some systems to adaptively adjust the temperature to
different scales of the system.
(e) Large Parameter Dimensions As the number of parameter dimensions D increases, you may see that
your temperatures are changing more than you would likew ith respect to D.T he default is to keep the
parameter exponents of the ki summed to 1 with each exponent set to 1/D.
The effective scale of the default exponential decay of the temperatures is proportional to ck-Q/D,s o
smaller D givess maller decay rates for the same values of c, k and Q.M odifications to this behavior of
the parameter and cost temperatures are easily made by altering the Qi and Q,r esp., as Qi, Q and D enter
the code as Qi/D and Q/D,r esp.
The scales c are set as c =-log (Temperature_Ratio_Scale) exp (-log (Temperature_Anneal_Scale)
(Q/D). Therefore, the sensitivity of c to D can be controlled by modifying Temperature_Anneal_Scale or
Q.
4.5. Quenching
If you have a large parameter space, and if a “smart” quasi-local optimization code won’tw ork for you,
then anyt rue global optimization code will be faced with the “curse of dimensionality”. I.e., global
optimization algorithms must sample the entire space, and evena ne ff icient code likeA SA must do this.
As mentioned in the ASA-README, there are some features to explore that might work for your system.
SQ techniques likeg enetic algorithms (GA) obviously are important and are crucial to solving many
systems in time periods much shorter than might be obtained by standard SA. In ASA, if annealing is
forsaken, and Quenching turned on, voiding the proof of sampling, remarkable increases of speed can be
obtained, apparently sometimes eveng reater than other “greedy” algorithms.
In large D space, this can be especially useful if the parameters are relatively independent of each other,
by noting that the arguments of the exponential temperature schedules are proportional to kQ/D.T hen,
you might do better thinking of changing Q/D in fractional moves, instead of only small deviations of Q
from 1.
Fore xample, in http://www.ingber.com/asa92_saga.pdf, along with 5 GA test problems from the UCSD
GA archive,a nother harder problem (the ASA_TEST problem that comes with the ASA code) was used.
As reported in http://www.ingber.com/asa93_sapvt.pdf, Quenching was applied to this harder problem.
The resulting SQ code was shown to speed up the search by as much as a factor of 86 (without even
attempting to see if this could be increased further with more extreme quenching). In the
asa_examples.txt file, evenm ore dramatic efficiencies were obtained. This is a simple change of one
number in the code, turning it into a variant of SQ, and is not equivalent to tuning anyo ft he other many
ASA options, e.g., likeS ELF_OPTIMIZE, USER_COST_SCHEDULE, etc. Note that SQ will not
suffice for all systems; several users of ASA reported that Quenching did not find the global optimal point
that was otherwise be found using the correct SA algorithm.
As mentioned in the ASA-README, note that you also can use the Quenching OPTIONS quite
differently,t os lowd ownt he annealing process by setting User_Quench_Param_Scale to values less than
1. This can be useful in problems where the global optimal point is at a quite different scale from other
local optima, masking its presence. This likely might be most useful for lowd imensional problems where
the CPU time incurred by slower annealing might not be a major consideration.Lester Ingber -1 6- A SA OPTIONS
Once you decide you can quench, there are manym ore alternative algorithms you might wish to choose
for your system, e.g., creating a hybrid global-local adaptive quenching search algorithm, e.g., using
USER_REANNEAL_PARAMETERS. Note that just using the quenching OPTIONS provided with ASA
can be quite powerful, as demonstrated in the asa_examples.txt file.
4.6. Options forL arge Spaces






SMALL_FLOAT may have tob ed ecreased
set QUENCH_PARAMETERS to TRUE [negates SA sampling if Q >1 ]
set QUENCH_COST to TRUE
Perhaps set QUENCH_PARAMETERS_SCALE and QUENCH_COST_SCALE to FALSE
Program Options:






If the parameter space dimension, D,i sh uge, e.g., 256x256=65536, then the exponential of the
generating or acceptance indext ot he 1/D power hardly changes overe venafewm illion cycles. True
annealing in such huge spaces can become prohibitively slowa st he temperatures will hardly be
diminished overt hese cycles. This “curse of dimensionality” will face anya lgorithm seeking to explore
an unknown space. Then, the QUENCH_PARAMETERS and QUENCH_COST OPTIONS should be
tried.
However, note that slowing down annealing sometimes can speed up the search by avoiding spending too
much time in some local optimal regions.
4.7. Shunting to Local Codes
Ih av e always maintained in e-mails and in VFSR/ASA publications since 1987, that SA techniques are
best suited for approaching complexs ystems for which little or no information is available. When the
range of a global optima is discovered, indeed it may be best to then turn to another algorithm. Ih av e
done this myself in several papers, shunting overt oaq uasi-local search, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno (BFGS) algorithm, to “polish” offt he last 2 or 3 decimals of precision, after I had determined just
what final levelo fp recision was acceptable. In the problems where I shunted to BFGS, I simply used
something the value of Cost_Precision or Limit_Acceptances (which were pretty well correlated in some
problems) to decide when to shunt over. (Ig ot terrible results if I shunted overt oo quickly.) However,
that was before the days I added OPTIONS likeU SER_COST_SCHEDULE and
USER_ACCEPTANCE_TEST,a nd if and when I redo some of those calculations I will first experiment
adaptively using these to account for different behaviors of my systems at different scales.
When FITLOC is set to TRUE, three modified simplexs ubroutines, not requiring derivativeso fc ost
functions, become active top erform a local fit after leaving asa ().
4.8. Judging Importance-Sampling
If the cost function is plotted simply as a function of decreasing temperature(s), often the parameter space
does appear to be continually sampled in such a plot, but the plot is misleading. That is, there really is
importance sampling taking place, and the proof of this is to do a log-log plot of the cost function versus
the number of generated states. Then you can see that if the temperature schedule is not enforced youLester Ingber -1 7- A SA OPTIONS
will have a poor search, if quenching is turned on you will get a faster search (though you may miss the
global minimum), etc. Youc an test these effects using quenching and “reverse quenching” (slowing
down the annealing); it likely would be helpful to set:
QUENCH_COST and QUENCH_PARAMETERS to TRUE
QUENCH_PARAMETERS_SCALE and QUENCH_COST_SCALE to FALSE
perhaps NO_PARAM_TEMP_TEST and NO_COST_TEMP_TEST to TRUE
The point is that the ASA distribution is very fat-tailed, and the effective widths of the parameters being
searched change very slowly with decreasing parameter temperatures; the trade-offi st hat the parameter
temperatures may decrease exponentially and still obeyt he sampling proof. Thus, the experience is that
ASA finds global minimum when other sampling techniques fail, and it typically finds the global
minimum faster than other sampling techniques as well.
Furthermore, the independence of cost and parameter temperatures permits additional tuning of ASA in
manyd ifficult problems. While the decreasing parameter temperatures change the way the parameter
states are generated, the decreasing cost temperature changes the way the generated states are accepted.
The sensitivity to the acceptance criteria to the cost temperature schedule can be very important in many
systems. An examination of a fewr uns using ASA_PRINT_MORE set to TRUE can reveal premature
holding onto local minimum or not enough holding time, etc., requiring tuning of some ASA OPTIONS.
4.9. User References
Collaborators and I have published some papers in several disciplines that have used or expanded the use
of ASA (Ingber,1 990; Ingber & Sworder,1 991; Ingber,F ujio & Wehner,1 991; Ingber,1 991; Ingber,
1992; Ingber,1 993b; Ingber,1 993c; Ingber,1 996c; Ingber,1 996b; Ingber,1 996a; Ingber,1 997; Bowman
&I ngber,1 997; Ingber,1 998a; Ingber,1 998b; Ingber,2 001a; Ingber & Mondescu, 2001; Ingber,2 001b;
Ingber,2 001c; Ingber,2 001d; Ingber & Mondescu, 2003; Atiya et al,2 003; Ingber,2 005; Ingber,2 006;
Ingber,2 007a; Ingber,2 007b; Ingber,2 008a; Ingber,2 008b; Ingber,2 009; Ingber,2 010a; Ingber,2 010b).
The file http://www.ingber.com/asa_papers.html contains a short list of users who have sent me their
papers using ASA. Manyo ther users also have had to list ASA as a tool since it was used in the patents.




The first VFSR code (Ingber,1 989) added adaptive options by reannealing, i.e., increasing rather than
decreasing, the temperature schedules for parameters and the cost function, to enable easier passage
through multi-dimensional spaces en route to finding global optima. Of several such OPTIONS, most
effective onm anys ystems are Temperature_Ratio_Scale, Cost_Parameter_Scale_Ratio, and
Temperature_Anneal_Scale.
5.2. ASA_FUZZY
The Editor of this book contributed ASA_FUZZY code to ASA, to help guide QUENCHing OPTIONS to
makeA SA more efficient for several kinds of problems (Oliveira, 2001; Oliveira, H.R. Petraglia &
Petraglia, 2007; Oliveira, A. Petraglia & Petraglia, 2009). Often, ASA_FUZZY turns on QUENCHing >
1, violating the proof of ASA. Form anys ystems, this speeding up of the sampling process can be a
welcome efficiency, but in some systems global minima may be missed. An active research program is to
makeA SA_FUZZY more adaptive tod ecreasing as well as increasing QUENCHing.
6. Multiple Systems
Manyt imes hard problems present themselves as multiple systems to be optimized or sampled.
Experience shows that all criteria are not always best considered by lumping them all into one cost
function, evenw ith some typical methods as Pareto sampling, but rather good judgment should be applied
to multiple stages of pre-processing and post-processing when performing such optimization or sampling.Lester Ingber -1 8- A SA OPTIONS
6.1. SELF_OPTIMIZE
The SELF_OPTIMIZE OPTIONS was an early OPTIONS to use ASA itself to optimize parameters used
for a particular problem using ASA. Af ew ASA_TEMPLATEs that come with the code give examples of
using SELF_OPTIMIZE.
SELF_OPTIMIZE is not particularly useful as the CPU time is the cross product of the outer-shell using
SELF_OPTIMIZE and the inner-shell optimizing the selected problem for each generated state from
SELF_OPTIMIZE.
SELF_OPTIMIZE is a recursive algorithm, which may be useful as a guide to sample or optimize other
recursive systems. At least, it is demonstrated that ASA is ready for such systems.
6.2. ASA_PARALLEL
Form anyh ard problems, most CPU resources are spent on the cost function calculations, not the
overhead of running ASA per se. This knowledge plus the nature of the fat-tailed ASA distribution,
which typically givesr ise to a high generated state to acceptance state ratio, gav e rise to the opportunity to
insert hooks for parallel code within ASA, essentially running manyg enerated states in parallel, and then
checking for the best acceptance state.
The concept was originally tested on a Connection Machine circa 1990, then in the 1994 National Science
Foundation Parallelizing ASA and PATHINT Project (PAPP) mentioned above.I ti sk nown to have been
used in several industrial settings, including chip design.
6.3. TRD Example of Multiple Systems
The file http://www.ingber.com/asa_examples.txt givess ev eral kinds of use for ASA. An interesting
example is in a trading code, Trading in Risk Dimensions (TRD) (Ingber,2 010b). TRD provides
examples of both recursive and sequential use of ASA.
There are three levels of optimization/sampling: The section
@@OPTIONAL_DAT A_PTR and MULTI_MIN
in http://www.ingber.com/asa_examples.txt givesd etails and explicit code used in some past versions to
demonstrate howt his is set up in ASA.
Ap arameterized trading-rule outer-shell uses the global optimization code Adaptive Simulated Annealing
(ASA) to fit parameters of the trading system, e.g., trading rules and trading indicators, to historical data.
This is necessary during a Training phase with in-sample data.
As imple fitting algorithm, sometimes requiring ASA, is used for an inner-shell fit of incoming market
data to real-world probability distributions. The cost function is typically a simple parameterized
exponential distribution representing observed fat-tailed distribution.
Ar isk-management middle-shell develops portfolio leveld istributions of copula transformed multivariate
distributions (with constituent markets possessing typically different marginal distributions in returns
space), generated by Monte Carlo samplings. This The copula code essentially transforms different real-
world market distributions into a common multivariate Gaussian space where it makes sense to calculate
correlations. There are inverse transformations to come back to individual distributions as needed for
some trading indicators. ASA is used to importance-sample weightings (contract sizes) of these markets.
Together with the outer-shell optimization, both the middle-shell portfolio sampling and the inner-shell
market distribution fits are processed in Training of in-sample data, Testing of out-of-sample data, e.g.,
using walk-forward scripts, and during Real-Time trading of incoming market data. This means that
during Training, there are recursive uses of ASA: For example, for each generated state of trading-rule
and trading-indicator parameters in the outer-shell cost function, ASA is used for both middle-shell and
inner-shell optimizations and sampling.
During Testing and Real-Time, after the Training stage has determined a set of best (or sets of good
parameters to be post-processed using different technical or fundamental criteria by a different ASA cost
function, e.g., during walk forwards), the outer-shell parameters the middle-shell and inner-shell cost
functions are run sequentially using their cost functions.Lester Ingber -1 9- A SA OPTIONS
ASA can process these multiple cost functions, using a top-levelf unction to set the
OPTIONAL_DAT A_PTR OPTIONS to information required to set up each levelo fo ptimization.
ASA givesA SA_TEMPLATEs in asa_usr.c to process all these OPTIONS:
If the Pre-Compile Option OPTIONAL_DAT A_PTR is set to TRUE, an additional Program Option
pointer,A sa_Data_Ptr,b ecomes available to define an array,o ft ype OPTIONAL_PTR_TYPE defined by
the user,w hich can be used to pass arbitrary arrays or structures to the user module from the asa module.
This information communicates with the asa module, and memory must be allocated for it in the user
module.
Fore xample, struct DAT A might contain an array data[10] to be used in the cost_function.
Asa_Data_Dim_Ptr might have a value 2. Set OPTIONAL_PTR_TYPE to DAT A.T hen, data[3] in struct
Asa_Data_Ptr[1] could be set and accessed as Asa_Data_Ptr[1].data[3] in the cost function.
Fore xample, your main program that calls asa_main() would have dev eloped a struct SelectedType
*SelectedPointer,a nd you can call asa_main (SelectedPointer,. ..). In asa_usr_asa.h, you would have
OPTIONAL_PTR_TYPE set to SelectedType. In asa_usr.c (and asa_usr.h) you would develop asa_main
(OPTIONAL_PTR_TYPE *OptionalPointer,. ..) and, close to the appropriate ASA_TEMPLATE, you
would set Asa_Data_Ptr to OptionalPointer.S ee the ASA_TEMPLATE in asa_usr.c.
Ir ealize this may sound complex, but with the example provided in
http://www.ingber.com/asa_examples.txt
all this work is fairly easy to implement.
7. Conclusion
As ampling of theory,p ractical considerations, and experience gained from manyu sers overm anyy ears,
has produced the current ASA code. If you are “lucky” then a simple entry into the code, e.g., just using
the asa_opt file to control some OPTIONS, may do very well for you. However, tok eep the ASA code
robust for manyc lasses of hard problems, there are manyO PTIONS available to properly tune your
system to provide a valuable optimization or sampling algorithm.Lester Ingber -2 0- A SA OPTIONS
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